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Abstract
In digital management, multimedia content and data can easily be used in an illegal way—being copied, modiﬁed and distributed
again. Copyright protection, intellectual and material rights protection for authors, owners, buyers, distributors and the authenticity
of content are crucial factors in solving an urgent and real problem. In such scenario digital watermark techniques are emerging
as a valid solution. In this paper, we describe an algorithm—called WM2.0—for an invisible watermark: private, strong, waveletbased and developed for digital images protection and authenticity. Using discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is motivated by good
time-frequency features and well-matching with human visual system directives. These two combined elements are important in
building an invisible and robust watermark. WM2.0 works on a dual scheme: watermark embedding and watermark detection. The
watermark is embedded into high frequency DWT components of a speciﬁc sub-image and it is calculated in correlation with the image
features and statistic properties. Watermark detection applies a re-synchronization between the original and watermarked image. The
correlation between the watermarked DWT coefﬁcients and the watermark signal is calculated according to the Neyman–Pearson
statistic criterion. Experimentation on a large set of different images has shown to be resistant against geometric, ﬁltering and
StirMark attacks with a low rate of false alarm.
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1. Introduction
In digital management, multimedia content and data can easily be used in an illegal way, this is easier than ever before.
The large availability of multimedia data in digital format and its distribution on Internet has in fact not changed, with
respect to a traditional context, the relevant legal rights but rather the capacity and the simplicity of violation of the same
rights [7,4,15]. Audio, video, images in digital format are subject to risk of tampering and violation of copyright: they
can easily be copied, manipulated and distributed again. Copyright protection, data authenticity, control on unauthorized
copying and distribution of digital objects have become a crucial issue solving an urgent and real problem for owner,
sellers, vendors, buyers and customers.
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Fig. 1. (a) Embedding scheme: original watermark signal WS is embedded in the original image OI, the output is the watermarked image WI. (b)
Detection scheme: watermark signal WS∗ is extracted from the watermarked image WI∗ (likely different from WI) and then compared with the
original watermark signal WS by means a correlation function F and a ﬁxed threshold .

The possibilities offered intrinsically by digital media to control copyright and rightful utilization result dramatically
minimized, so as to involve digital right management (DRM) systems. In a DRM framework various complimentary
tools are used solving different problems, these involve both public key infrastructure and information hiding techniques.
Copyright protection and data authenticity as well as rightful utilization of it and its traceability represent, today and in
the next future, issues of substantial interest to which the international scientiﬁc community will have to give an answer.
Therefore it is strategic to individuate and to develop methods and numerical algorithms, which are stable and with
low computational cost, that will allow to answer these questions. To this aim the tools offered by the literature are the
following: watermarking, ﬁngerprinting and cryptographic schemes. In this paper we put the focus on watermarking
techniques and describe the realized wavelet-based algorithm for watermarking of still images.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 1 we present an overview about tools and motivation, in
Section 2 we describe in detail the proposed algorithm, in Section 3 we present some experimental results, Section 4
concludes this work.
1.1. Watermark properties
Digital watermark is a visible or invisible identiﬁcation code that is permanently embedded in the host media.
Invisible watermark is an imperceptible copyright information which is hidden directly in media content in such a
manner that it cannot be removed by the user but it can be extracted or read by the appropriate party and under speciﬁc
conditions. Watermark of the media aims at discouraging unauthorized copying. Alterations applied to the content by
watermark embedding must be imperceptible, and quality of the content must not decrease after watermarking, which
must be robust to media manipulations, tampering and attacks.
In detail, the watermark is an interference signal inserted into a media data signal. Watermark of digital images
must be: invisible, robust to attacks and tamper-resistant to legitimate signal processing operations [5]; it must have
a low rate of false alarm and a high level of secrecy to generate the watermark information. A typical formulation of
watermarking process counts two schemes: embedding and detection. In the former the goal is encoding the watermark
signal into an image, whereas in the latter it checks the boolean presence of the watermark signal into watermarked
image computing the correlation between the watermarked components of the image (which can likely be changed)
and the original watermarking signal, by means of a correlation function and a ﬁxed threshold (Fig. 1). Watermark
algorithm can be classiﬁed into private (not blind) and public (blind) depending on the requirement of the original
image during the detection process. Private schemes require the original image during the detection process, but
are more robust than public schemes (Fig. 1). Another classiﬁcation criterion distinguishes watermark schemes into
spatial domain techniques and transform domain techniques in relation to approach followed to process the original
image. In the former the watermark is encoded by directly modifying pixels, whereas in the latter the watermark is
encoded by altering some frequency bins obtained by transforming the image in the frequency domain [5]. Spatial
domain techniques are less complex, no transform is involved but they are less robust to tampering and attacks than
transform domain techniques which place the watermark signal in the most perceptually signiﬁcant components of a
transform domain (Fourier, wavelet, cosine) [3,13,8]. Stego image data can be altered by various signal processing or
geometric operations. Attacks to watermarked digital images can be classiﬁed as presented in [17]: removal attacks,
geometrical attacks, cryptographic attacks and protocol attacks. Removal attacks remove the watermark from the
watermarked image, they include: denoising, lossy compression, quantization, remodulation, collusion and averaging
attacks. Geometrical attacks do not remove the embedded watermark but distort it through spatial or temporal alterations
of the watermarked image, such that the detection process is not synchronized with the watermark signal embedded.
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Fig. 2. (a) Lena: original image. (b) Lena: two-level decomposition of DWT by Daubechies 2. (c) Lena: two-level decomposition of DWT by
Daubechies 2, coefﬁcient distribution. (d) DWT with three-level of decomposition.
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Cryptographic attacks are the brute force attacks which aim to ﬁnd the secret information used to generate the watermark
signal. Finally the protocol attacks aim at attacking the concept of the watermarking application [17]. Attacks are the
cause of detection errors: false positive error (FPE) and false negative error (FNE). FPE detects the watermark when
it is not embedded, FNE does not detect the watermark when it is embedded.
1.2. Watermarking in the wavelet domain
The wavelet functions well analyze image features such as edges and borders thanks to a good space-frequency
localization. The main property of wavelet functions is to process data at different scales or resolutions, highlighting
both large and small features. Wavelet functions can process signals containing many discontinuity or sharp changes.
They are used in several ﬁelds: image compression, signal denoising, image smoothing and texture analysis. Wavelet
functions make the watermarking scheme more robust in comparison with spatial methods because of irregular distribution of the inverse transform value, which makes the watermark signal distributed over the image [14]. The main
advantages of inserting watermarks in the wavelet transform domain can be found in [2,9,10] and in references therein.
Space-frequency localization: image features are well analyzed by wavelet domain space-frequency localization, this
property makes the watermark most robust to the geometric attacks. Multi-resolution representation: it allows to detect
hierarchical process, this property is very important for watermark detection. Superior HVS modeling: watermarking
beneﬁts from a human visual system (HVS) model, in fact matching HVS directives watermark interference can be
masked to properties and sensibility of the human eye. Watermark signal can be embedded into the three largest detailed
sub-bands, with the selection of watermark strength based on the local sensitivity of the image to noise. Linear complexity: in wavelet domain watermarking requires a lower computational cost O(n) than Fourier and cosine O(n log(n)).
Adaptivity: wavelet and related ﬁlters can be chosen with a dynamic mode, reﬂecting the properties of the image. Finally
it is important to observe compatibility to the upcoming image coding standard JPEG 2000 (Fig. 2).
2. Watermarking algorithm
The realized algorithm, called WM2.0, is a watermarking not blind algorithm, which embeds watermark signals into
high-frequency sub-bands discrete wavelet transform (DWT) coefﬁcients, according to the HVS directives [6]. It makes
a pre-processing of the image depicting it into component value of color model hue, saturation, value (HSV) and resizing
the value matrix in accordance with the parameters and mathematical base conditions of DWT. Wavelet function and
DWT level decomposition are ﬁxed, respectively, depending on image features and image resize. In the embedding
process, watermark signal and DWT coefﬁcients to be watermarked are chosen depending on the statistic function
values of the image. In the detection process, original image and watermarked image (likely different from the output
image of the embedding process because of JPEG compression or any attacks) are synchronized comparing statistic
function values of a geometric interval of both images; the correlation between the watermarked DWT coefﬁcients and
the watermark signal is calculated according to the Neyman–Pearson statistic criterion which determines a detection
threshold minimizing the probability of missing detection to a given probability of false alarm. WM2.0 is an evolution
of a previous algorithm version, WM1.0, described in [1]. In WM1.0 watermark signal and detection threshold were
constant values chosen by means of experimental considerations, thus they were not depending on statistic image
features. The experimentation has been accomplished on images, in high and low resolutions, building a real and
commercial database. This algorithm has been implemented in Matlab 6.x using the wavelet and statistic toolbox.
2.1. Pre-processing of the image
It is widely accepted today that robust image watermarking techniques should largely exploit the characteristics
of the HVS, for more effectively hiding a robust watermark [5,16]. HVS considerations indicate that the eye is less
sensitive to noise in those areas of the image where brightness is high or low. For this reason, in this step, ﬁrst we
compute the value plane from HSV model of the original image I . Three fundamental considerations indicate us to
apply the wavelet transform not on the whole value matrix of the original image, but on its sub-matrices: the ﬁrst reason
is that, in this way, the watermark can well cover the whole image; the second reason is that DWT requires that the
associated sub-image matrix must have order power of 2; and the third reason is that the host images can have different
dimensions when they belong to real multimedia galleries. Then, in this step, we split value matrix of the original image
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Fig. 3. (a) The value matrix of the host image, which to be watermarked, is dipped in original image. (b) The original image is dipped in value matrix
associated to the block. (c) More blocks cover the original image.

I , into non-overlapping squared blocks. It is important to deﬁne a criterion to compute the blocks to be watermarked.
In WM2.0 we apply the following rule, let r be the number of rows and c be the number of columns of I :
• if c/r < 2, then each block is a matrix whose order power of 2 is nearer to the longest dimension of the original
image (typically, we have one block, Fig. 3(a) or (b)). If the order of the matrix associated to the block is greater
than the longest dimension of the original image, we apply the pixel values of the ﬁrst and last rows, and of the ﬁrst
and last columns;
• if c/r 2, then each block is a matrix whose order power of 2 is nearer to the lowest dimension of the original image
(typically, we have more blocks, Fig. 3(c)).
In this way, on each block we apply the embedded/detection scheme described in the next sub-sections. In experimentation cases typically computed have been of one block with an associated matrix with order 256, or more blocks with
an associated matrices with order 128.
2.2. Watermark embedding
Let C be the matrix associated to block to be watermarked. C has order n power of 2. In the watermark embedding step
DWT decomposition is applied to C to obtain the four sub-matrices CkLL , CkH L , CkLH , CkH H of order nk = n/2k , which
have the DWT coefﬁcients of the kth decomposition level as elements (Fig. 2(d)). Only the entries of high frequencies
detail matrices Ck , where  ∈ {H L, LH , H H } are modiﬁed by watermark. The number of DWT wavelet decomposition
depends on the order of sub-image matrix associated to blocks. Typically we apply three DWT decomposition levels
on a block with associated matrix of order 256, and two DWT decomposition levels on each block with associated
matrix of order 128. Watermark embedding is calculated with the following formulas:
C̃k (i, j ) = Ck (i, j ) +  ∗ (i, j ),

(1)

where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , nk and (i, j ) is the generic element of a matrix of order equal to the order of Ck . (i, j ) ∈
{−1, 0, 1} and its value is computed depending on the belonging of the corresponding DWT coefﬁcient to an interval.
The interval depends on false alarm probability Pf and , which is equal to standard deviation (STD) of the DWT
coefﬁcients. If we ﬁx a priori the variance 2 , deﬁned in (3), and the probability Pf in (4) we have
⎞
⎛

(2)
Ck ⎠ ,
 = STD ⎝


2 = 1/(3N)2

nk
nk 


 i=1 j =1

Ck (i, j )2 ,



T = erfc 2 ∗ Pf ∗ 22 ,

(3)

(4)
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Fig. 4. (a) Lena: value (HSV) plane of the original image. (b) Lena: difference between the original (value) matrix and the watermarked matrix. (c)
Lena: watermark matrix  in related level decomposition. (d) Lena: DWT coefﬁcients before and after watermark embedded.

where erfc denote the error function. Then the value of parameter (i, j ) is
• (i, j ) = 0, if − < Ck (i, j ) < ;
• (i, j ) = 1, if Ck (i, j ) > T ;
• (i, j ) = −1, otherwise.
The inverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT) and inverse selection scheme are computed on C, so as to have
HSV of the watermarked image, and storage in JPEG format for distribution completes the embedding scheme. JPEG
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Fig. 5. (a) Lena: watermarked image without attacks, plot of  and T . (b) Lena: watermarked image with StirMark attack, plot of  and T . (c)
Lena: watermarked image with geometric attack (cutout), plot of  and T .

compression has a quality factor which minimizes the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). We denote with I˜ the
watermarked image.
2.3. Watermark detection
This step checks if original and watermarked image sizes are equal: if they are different a synchronization process computes a central block of the original image with respect to recognize some blocks of the watermarked
image by means of the mean square error (MSE) function. On watermarked image I˜ (which can likely be attacked)
and original image I the same steps from pre-processing to DWT decomposition are computed. Watermark is detected computing the correlation between the watermarked coefﬁcients and watermark signal, in comparison to the
threshold T :
⎡
⎤
nk
nk 
 
⎣
 = 1/3N
C̃k (i, j ) − Ck (i, j )⎦ ,
(5)
i=1 j =1






Pf 1/2 erfc T / 22 ,

(6)
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where 2 is computed by (3), Pf is ﬁxed to 10−8 and T = erfc(2 ∗ Pf ∗
detected, otherwise, watermark signal is not detected.

√
22 ), then if  > T watermark signal is

3. Attacks and experimental results
The experimentation, experimental tests on false alarms and attacks have been accomplished on 1000 images, in
high and low resolutions, building a real and commercial database. Experimentation results have shown that WM2.0
is robust against attacks of geometric operation, ﬁlters and StirMark [11,12], with a ratio of more than 88%. It has
a low probability of false positive alarm, and processes the image without false negative (Figs. 4, 5). In particular,
Fig. 5 shows the values of  and T for different choices of Pf from 10−15 to 10−5 . WM2.0 processes a still image, with a format of 350 × 350 pixels and with a ﬁle dimension of 35 Kb, in 2.97 s for embedding and 2.78 s
for detection. Elaboration time depends on blocks subdivision of the image and thus from DWT levels
decomposition.
4. Conclusion
The watermark embedded has a high level of robustness against geometric and image processing attacks and a low
rate of false alarm. Using DWT on HSV color model, image statistic features and image pre-processing step with blocks
subdivision of the image are key steps in this algorithm for robustness, invisibility and a signal watermark distribution
over image.
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